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ABSTRACT
People share millions of resources (photos, bookmarks, vid-
eos, etc.) in Folksonomies (like Flickr, Delicious, Youtube,
etc.). To access and share resources, they add keywords
called tags to the resources. As the tags are freely chosen
keywords, it might not be possible for users to tag their
resources with all the relevant tags. As a result, many re-
sources lack sufficient number of relevant tags. The lack of
relevant tags results into sparseness of data, and this sparse-
ness of data makes many relevant resources unsearchable
against user queries.

In this paper, we explore two dimensions of semantic rela-
tionships between tags, based on the context and the distri-
bution of tags. We exploit semantic relationships between
tags to reduce sparseness in Folksonomies and propose dif-
ferent enriched vector space models. We also propose a vec-
tor space model Best of Breed which utilizes appropriate
enrichment method based on the type of the query. We
evaluate the proposed methods on a large dataset of 27 mil-
lion resources, 92 thousand tags and 94 million tag assign-
ments. Experimental results show that the enriched vector
space models help in improving search, especially for the
rare queries which have few relevant resources in the sparse
data.
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H.3.3 [Information Search and Retrieval]: Retrieval
models

General Terms
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1. INTRODUCTION
Folksonomies or Collaborative Tagging Systems provide

a good way to share and store resources. Users can share
their resources with other users in a folksonomy. Users can
share images (Flickr), bookmarks (del.icio.us, bibsonomy),
citations (citeUlike, bibsonomy), and many other types of
resources in different folksonomies. Users can also add tags
(keywords) to the resources. Later on, resources can be
searched and retrieved using these tags. For example a user
can upload a funny image of 1970s and add the tags funny
and seventies to it. Users can search this image by giving
the tags attached to it.

The users may tag resources with keywords of their choice.
They might not add many relevant tags to the resources.
This results into sparseness of data and makes it difficult
to search relevant resources. Especially when there are only
few resources in the folksonomy relevant for a combination
of query tags. For example if a user is searching for funny
pictures of 1970s using the tags funny and seventies. He will
get only the images tagged with funny and seventies or ones
that contain one of the two tags. The user will be unable to
get resources that are tagged with 1970s and funny but are
not tagged with seventies, although the resources tagged
with 1970s and funny might be of interest to him. Our
hypothesis is that there are many resources in folksonomies
which are not searchable because they do not contain most
of the relevant tags.

In this paper we show that one can find meaningful rela-
tionships between tags and then use these relationships to
reduce the sparseness in folksonomies. We find the relation-
ships between tags based on two dimensions, first the con-
text of the tags and second the distribution of tags. We con-
sider two types of tag contexts, the resource context (which
resources are assigned a particular tag), and the social con-
text (which users have used a particular tag). The resource
context of tags helps in finding tags which are mostly used
in similar kind of resources, whereas the social context finds
broad relationships between tags based on the users’ inter-
ests (represented by the tags they use). We also exploit two
kinds of tag distributions, 1) similar tags and 2) generalized
tags. We find relationships between similar tags by using
the existing cosine similarity measure and propose a modi-
fied overlap coefficient to exploit generalization relationships
between tags. We hypothesize that the statistic description
of resources that use common tags exhibits different behav-
ior than the statistic description of resources with uncom-
mon tags. To test this hypothesis, we split the queried tags
into three sets; having 1-10 search results, 11-50 and more



than 50 search results respectively and perform experiments
on these sets of queries. We also propose a method Best
of Breed (BB), which selects appropriate enrichment model
based on the number of relevant resources related to the
queried tags. Experimental results based on a large scale
evaluation (150 queries evaluated on a dataset of ˜27 Mil-
lion resources by 18 expert users) show that the enrichment
of existing data by exploiting semantic relationships among
tags helps in improving the search results, particularly for
the queries which have a few relevant resources in the origi-
nal data.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows, in
section 2 we define the basic structure of folksonomies. Sec-
tion 3 describes the methods used for enriching the vector
space model of folksonomies. Section 4 contains the descrip-
tion of evaluation setup and dataset used for evaluation. Sec-
tion 5 describes the results. Section 6 presents the related
work and in section 7 we conclude our research.

2. FOUNDATIONS
We start with the Vector Space Model representation of

Folksonomies.

2.1 Formal Representation
Mainly, a folksonomy consists of three elements Users,

Tags, and Resources and relationships between these three
elements. Users can use tags, tags are associated to re-
sources, and resources are associated to users. In this paper,
we only consider relationships between tags and users, and
relationships between tags and resources. More specifically,
which tags are used by which users and which tags are asso-
ciated to which resources. We represent these relationships
in the form of two matrices U and R. Let us define the
relationships between tags and users using the matrix U as
follow

U = [uij ] (1)

where uij is equal to 1, if user j has used the tag i, other-
wise uij is equal to 0. Each row vector ui∗

1 of the matrix U
represents a tag vector, whose non-zero elements represent
the users that have used this tag. Each column vector u∗j of
the matrix U represents the users. The matrix U is a sparse
matrix, but denser than the R matrix, because the column
vector u∗j has non-zero value for all the tags which are used
by the user j and it is more likely that the set of tags used
by a user is bigger than the tags used in a resource.

Similar to the matrix U , we represent the relationships
between tags and resources using the matrix R as follows

R = [rij ] (2)

where rij denotes how many times the tag i appeared
with the resource j. Each row ri∗ of the matrix R is a tag
vector, whose non-zero elements represent how many times
these elements (resources) have been annotated with this
tag (i). Each column vector r∗j of the matrix R represents
a resource, which has non-zero values for the associated tags,
and zero for the tags it does not use. As there are millions
of tags and resources, but each resource is assigned only a
few tags, therefore the matrix R is a very sparse matrix.

In some folksonomies (called Narrow Folksonomies [17]
like Flickr), a resource cannot be tagged with a tag more
1We will denote row vectors as i∗ and column vectors as ∗j
in the subscript of a vector throughout the text

than once, while in other folksonomies (called Broad Folk-
sonomies [17]) a single resource can be tagged with a tag
multiple times (for example from different users). In case of
Narrow Folksonomies, the value of rij will always be equal
to zero or one.

2.2 Querying and Retrieval
To retrieve resources from a vector space model by a query,

we represent the tags in a query as a resource vector. If we
represent the query vector as q, then similarity between the
query vector q and the resource vector r can be computed
using the cosine similarity as follows

cosine(q, r) =
q · r

‖q‖ · ‖r‖ (3)

If the query vector q is equal to the resource vector r, then
their cosine similarity will be equal to 1 and if vectors q and
r have no common term, then their cosine similarity will be
equal to 0.

3. ENRICHING THE VECTOR SPACE
The standard vector space (eq. 2) of a folksonomy is very

sparse. Many resources are not tagged with relevant tags.
For example if a picture of a broken radius2 is tagged with
broken and radius but not with fracture, and a user searches
for the images using tags fracture and radius, he will not
discover the picture because this picture is not tagged with
fracture. However if we associate the tag broken with the tag
fracture, then it would be possible to retrieve the resources
which are tagged with radius and broken against the query
radius and fracture. We enrich the standard vector space
model (eq 2) by associating relevant tags to the resources.

We consider several methods to enrich the vector space
model. The basic idea behind all these methods is to find se-
mantic relationships between tags and then enrich the stan-
dard vector space using these semantic relationships.

3.1 Semantic Relationships Between Tags
We define two dimensions of semantic relationships be-

tween tags and propose enriched vector space models based
on these dimensions. Figure 1 shows the two dimensions
of tags relationships, x-axis shows the context of the tag,
and y-axis represents the distribution of semantic relation-
ships between tags. SRG, SRC , and SUC are the different
semantic relationship matrices created based on the two di-
mensions. These matrices are described in section 3.1.2.
Following sections describe the dimensions in detail

3.1.1 Tag Distribution
We define the following three types of tag distributions
Similar Tags: are like synonyms or equally related to

each other. If two tags appear together in most of the re-
sources, then they are considered to be similar. For example
the tags Brazil and Brasil appear often together, therefore
they are considered to be similar tags. Similarly Notre and
Dame can also be considered similar tags. To find similar
tags we use the cosine measure defined in equation 3. By
using cosine measure, we identify symmetric relationships
between tags. [5] gives good qualitative insights of cosine
similarity and other methods for identifying semantic rela-
tionships between tags.

2The bone of the forearm on the thumb side



Figure 1: Dimensions of Semantic Relationship be-
tween Tags. X-Axis represents the context of the
tag and Y-Axis represents the distribution of the
tag. User context with generalized tag distribution
is not considered.

Generalized Tags: A generalized tag has a parent re-
lation with another tag. If a tag t1 is assigned to more
resources than the tag t2, and all or most of the resources
having tag t2 also have the tag t1, then the tag t1 general-
izes the tag t2. For example, the tag Paris is assigned to
more resources than the tag Eiffel Tower, and most of the re-
sources having the tag Eiffel Tower also have the tag Paris;
therefore the tag Paris generalizes the tag Eiffel Tower.

To enrich the vector space model, we hypothesize that
it is useful to enrich tags with generalized tags, instead of
enriching tags with specialized tags, because by adding the
generalized tags to existing resources, we do not add any
incorrect information. For example, adding the generalizing
tag Spain (of the tags Madrid and Barcelona) to all the re-
sources having the tags Madrid and Barcelona. But it would
not be meaningful, if we add the tag Madrid (a specialized
tag of the tag Spain) to all the resources tagged with Spain.

To find the generalized tags, we define a modified overlap
coefficient for two tags t1 and t2 as follows

gen(r1∗, r2∗) =

8

<

:

|r1∗ ∩ r2∗|
|r1∗|

if |r1∗| ≤ |r2∗|;

0 otherwise.
(4)

where r1∗ and r2∗ represent the tag vectors of the tags t1
and t2. |r1∗ ∩ r2∗| represents the number of times t1 and t2
appear together (for narrow folksonomies |r1∗∩r2∗| = r1∗·r2∗
), |r1∗| represents the number of times t1 is used and |r2∗|
represents the number of times t2 is used. If t1 is a tag that
appears only with the tag t2, then the value of gen(r1∗, r2∗)
will be 1, it does not matter how many times the tag t2 is
used with other tags. If |r2∗| ≥ |r1∗|, then t2 is considered
as a generalized tag for t1 and if |r2∗| < |r1∗|, then t2 is a
specialized tag of the tag t1 and we do not consider such
relationship and set the similarity coefficient gen(r1∗, r2∗) =
0.

Specialized Tags: are opposite to generalized tags. If
a tag t1 generalizes the tag t2, then the t2 is a specialized
tag of the tag t1. In the example given for generalized tags,

the tag Eiffel Tower is the specialized tag for the tag Paris.
In this paper we enrich the vector space model using similar
and generalized tags only.

3.1.2 Contexts of the Tags
In the following sections, we describe the two different

kinds of contexts of the tags to enrich the vector space mod-
els.

Resource Context: The resource context of t1 consists
of all the resources that have the tag t1. We can formally
represent the resource context of the tag t1 as r1∗. To dis-
cover the semantically similar tags t1 and t2 based on the
resource context, we compute the cosine similarity between
the two tag vectors using Equation 3. We build a similarity
matrix SRC based on the cosine similarity between the tags
using resource context as follows

SRC = [cosine(ri∗, rj∗)] (5)

where ri∗ and rj∗ are the tag vectors of the tags ti and tj

of the vector space R respectively.
We also exploit the resource context to discover the gen-

eralized tags. We use the following equation to define the
matrix SRG to identify generalized relationships between
the tags using the resource context

SRG = [gen(ri∗, rj∗)]
T (6)

where ri∗ and rj∗ are the tag vectors of the tags ti and tj

respectively of the vector space R.
Table 1 shows some examples3 of the tags having the tag

hibiscus4 as a generalized tag. First five tags in the ta-
ble 1 are the translations of hibiscus in different languages.
Rosemallow and gumamela are different names of hibiscus.
It is important to note that although the tags rosemallow,
and gumamela are semantically similar tags to the tag hi-
biscus, but they are used more rarely than the tag hibiscus
and computing cosine similarity between these tags and the
tag hibiscus will give a very small similarity value due to
the normalization in the cosine measure. Rose of Sharon is
specie of hibiscus and is correctly identified.

Finding generalized tags using the equation 6 might also
incorrectly identify a generalized tag as a specialized tag, if
the generalized tag is assigned to fewer resources than the
specialized tag. For example, the specie malvaceae of plants
comes into higher hierarchy than hibiscus, but because it is
assigned to fewer resources than the resources assigned the
tag hibiscus, therefore hibiscus is considered as a generalized
tag for the tag malvaceae (which is incorrect). Such kind of
anomalies can be discovered by using external data sources,
which is out of scope of this paper.

Social Context: We hypothesize that tags represent the
interests of the users. For example if we consider a per-
son who normally takes pictures of his interest, he add tags
to describe the images he takes, therefore these tags show
the interests of the user. The social context of a tag means
the users which have shared the tag with other users, we can
use this social context for enriching the vector space models.
For example if many users share the tags Brazil and Brasil,
but they do not necessarily use these tags in their resources

3These relationships are discovered based the images and
their tags uploaded to Flickr between Jan 2004 and Dec
2005. Details in section 4.1.
4http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hibiscus



Table 1: Semantic relationships of tags having the generalized tag hibiscus by exploiting the resource context
and generalized tag distribution SRG (see Eq. 6).

Tag Generalized Tags
hibiscus hibiscus(1.00), flower(0.61),flowers(0.25),red(0.17),macro(0.15)
hibiskus hibiskus(1.00), hibiscus(0.67),flower(0.47),blume(0.33),garten(0.29)
ibisco ibisco(1.00), flower(0.65),hibiscus(0.52),flor(0.43),red(0.30)
ibiscus ibiscus(1.00), flower(0.55),hibiscus(0.45),nature(0.41),flowers(0.41)
hibisco hibisco(1.00), flor(0.66),flower(0.65),hibiscus(0.39),macro(0.21)

rosemallow rosemallow(1.00), hibiscus(0.52),flower(0.48),malvaceae(0.38),garden(0.24)
gumamela gumamela(1.00), flower(0.58),philippines(0.38),hibiscus(0.35),red(0.23)

roseofsharon roseofsharon(1.00), flower(0.66),macro(0.28),flowers(0.28),hibiscus(0.21)

malvaceae malvaceae(1.00), flower(0.73),hibiscus(0.62),flowers(0.28),macro(0.22)

together, it would be still possible to find relationships be-
tween these tags by considering the number of users that
shared both of these tags. Initial observations have showed
that the social context of the tags is not appropriate for dis-
covering generalized tags. However social context helps in
finding similar tags. For this reason, we only exploit social
context of the tag to find similar tags.

To define the semantic relationships between similar tags
ti and tj based on social context, we compute the semantic
relationship matrix using cosine similarity as follows

SUC = [cosine(ui∗, uj∗)] (7)

where ui∗ and uj∗ are the tag vectors of the tags ti and
tj respectively of the vector space U .

3.1.3 Filtering the Semantic Relationship Matrices
The semantic relationship matrices defined in section 3.1.2

might have a lot of weak relationships in some cases and they
might also have too many relationships in other cases. To
make the semantic relationship matrices more accurate, we
prune these matrices using the following two approaches.

Pruning Weak Semantic Relationships: There could
be many weak semantic relationships between tags, which,
when used for enriching the vector space model, might add
noise to the enriched vector space model. The value of se-
mantic relationship computed between two tags using eq 3
or eq 4 can be between 0 and 1. We ignore all the values
which are less than .1, hence pruning the weak relationships
from the semantic relationship matrices.

Confining Enrichment: To avoid over-enriching the
vector space model, we limit the number of semantic tag
relationships for each tag to five. In each of the semantic
relationship matrix (SRC , SRG, and SUC), each tag is as-
sociated with the top five most semantically related tags.
As a result, a maximum of five new tag associations per tag
and per resource will be possible in the enriched vector space
model.

3.1.4 Few Examples of Semantic Tag Relationships
Table 2 shows some examples of semantically related tags

using the methods descried in section 3.1.2. The different
types of relationships in different dimensions can be observed
from the examples. The semantically similar tags based on
resource context (SRC) gives more close relationships to the
tags, for example, the tag brick is similar to the tag wall.
The tags bromelia is similar to the tags airplant, bromeliad,

and tillandsia which belong to the same family of flowers.
It is also interesting to note that simple associations like
bromelia and flower are not identified using resource con-
text of similar tags. However such a generalized relationship
is obvious in generalized relationship based on resource con-
text (SRG). Other such generalized relationships are also
obvious from other examples like the tag brick is associated
to a more general tag building, bromelia to flower and na-
ture etc. If we consider the similar tags based on the social
context, we observe a wide range of tag associations. For
example, we find the tags tibouchina and strelitzia associ-
ated to the tag bromelia which are different kinds of flower
plants. Social context also associate the tags seventies to the
tags sixties, eighties, and forties, which shows the interest of
users in old pictures.

In next section, we exploit the semantically related tags
for enriching the vector space model of a folksonomy.

3.2 Enriched Vector Space Models
After discovering the semantic relatedness of the tags and

representing them in the form of one of the matrices, i.e.
SRC , SRG, and SUC , we can exploit these matrices to en-
rich the original vector space model R. We transfer the
original vector space into enriched vector space by multiply-
ing the semantic relatedness matrix to the original vector
space. After the transformation of original vector space into
the enriched vector space, the missing relevant tags identi-
fied by one of the semantic relatedness matrices are assigned
to the resources in the original vector space. If table 3 shows
the original vector space model, we can discover the seman-
tically related tags using one of the equations 5, 6, or 7 (with
exception of equation 7, where we need the U (eq. 1) vector
space).

The matrix SRG computed using resource contexts of the
tags and modified overlap coefficient (eq 6) is shown in table
4 (the semantic relatedness values are computed using the
dataset described in section 4.1). After transforming the
original vector space R (table 3 into enriched vector space
using the formula SRG×R, we get the enriched vector space
shown in table 5.

We can observe that some of the missing relevant tags are
now added to the enriched vector space model. For example,
in table 4, the tags 1970s and 70s are semantically related
to the tag seventies and are assigned to the resources r∗1
and r∗2 in the enriched vector space (table 5). Similarly
the tag broken is assigned to the resource r∗4, because it



Table 2: Semantically related tags based on different tag distributions and contexts.
Tag SRC SRG SUC Tag SRC SRG SUC

brick brick(1.00) brick(1.00) brick(1.00) pub pub(1.00) pub(1.00) pub(1.00)
wall(0.11) wall(0.19) wall(0.37) crawl(0.17) beer(0.11) beer(0.25)

building(0.13) fence(0.36) bar(0.11) bar(0.24)
red(0.11) window(0.36) sign(0.22)

rust(0.35) London(0.22)
bromelia bromelia(1.00) bromelia(1.00) bromelia(1.00) seventies seventies(1.00) seventies(1.00) seventies(1.00)

airplant(0.32) bromeliad(0.35) lirio(0.18) 70s(0.16) 70s(0.33) sixties(0.19)
bromeliad(0.17) tillandsia(0.30) tibouchina(0.15) entertainers(0.14) party(0.18) 70s(0.17)
tillandsia(0.15) flower(0.27) soneca(0.15) sixties(0.13) 1970s(0.11) eighties(0.16)

nature(0.12) strelitzia(0.15) forties(0.13)
designs designs(1.00) designs(1.00) designs(1.00) Spain Spain(1.00) Spain(1.00) Spain(1.00)

desktops(0.29) wallpapers(0.28) Espana(0.37) 2005(0.13) Barcelona(0.36)
wallpapers(0.22) gallery(0.25) Barcelona(0.25) Espana(0.32)
backgrounds(0.21) backgrounds(0.25) Andalucia(0.20) Madrid(0.31)

Chris(0.16) Madrid(0.19) Gaudi(0.27)
Madrid Madrid(1.00) Madrid(1.00) Madrid(1.00) style style(1.00) style(1.00) style(1.00)

Spain(0.19) Spain(0.38) Spain(0.31) crave(0.14) fashion(0.26) fashion(0.16)
Zarzuela(0.13) Espana(0.24) Arian(0.13) beauty(0.11) hair(0.13)
Hipodromo(0.13) Segovia(0.22) fashion(0.11) woman(0.12)
Carreras(0.12) Toledo(0.21) Persians(0.10) man(0.12)

is semantically related to the tag fracture in the semantic
relatedness matrix.

Now we define the different enriched vector space models
exploiting different dimensions of semantic relatedness be-
tween tags. We define the enriched vector space model TRC

which exploits similar tags based on the resource context of
the tags as follows

TRC = SRC × R (8)

Similarly, we define the enriched vector space model TRG

based on generalized tags and exploiting resource context as
follows

TRG = SRG × R (9)

To exploit similar tags based on social context of the tags,
we define the enriched vector space model TUC using the
following equation

TUC = SUC × R (10)

Ranking Relevant Resources against a Query: We
use a two step procedure to rank relevant resources against a
query q. If there are N resources in the vector space model,
we first compute a common terms vector C as follows

Ci=1..N = |q ∩ r̂∗i| (11)

where r̂∗i is the ith resource in a vector space model and
|q ∩ r̂∗i| is the number of common tags between the query
and the resource r̂∗i. We rank the resources retrieved against
the query q in descending order of the values of the vector
C. In case of a tie, when relevance of two or more resources
against a query have the same value in the common terms
vector C, we resolve the tie using cosine similarity Di (eq
12)

Di = cosine(q, r̂∗i) (12)

In next section, we describe experiments using different
vector space models.

Table 3: Sample original vector space model.
r∗1 r∗2 r∗3 r∗4

1970s 1 0 0 0
70s 0 0 0 0

broken 0 0 1 0
fracture 0 0 0 1

funny 1 1 0 0
radius 0 0 1 1

seventies 1 1 0 0

Table 4: Sample semantic relatedness matrix com-
puted using resource context and generalized tag
distribution SR-G (See Eq. 6).

1970s 70s bro-
ken

frac-
ture

fun-
ny

rad-
ius

seve-
nties

1970s 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.1
70s 0.1 1 0 0 0 0 0.32

broken 0 0 1 0.4 0 0 0
fracture 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

funny 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
radius 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

seventies 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Table 5: Sample enriched vector space model.
r∗1 r∗2 r∗3 r∗4

1970s 1.1 0.1 0 0
70s 0.42 0.32 0 0

broken 0 0 1 0.4
fracture 0 0 0 1

funny 1 1 0 0
radius 0 0 1 1

seventies 1 1 0 0



4. DATASET AND EVALUATION
In this section we describe the dataset we used for our

experiments followed by the evaluation method.

4.1 Data set
Our large-scale dataset5 was obtained by systematically

crawling the Flickr system during 2006 and 2007. The target
of the crawling activity was the core elements, namely users,
tags, resources and tag assignments. The statistics of the
crawled dataset are summarized in table 6.

users tags resources tag assignm.
319,686 1,607,879 28,153,045 112,900,000

Table 6: Flickr dataset statistics

We applied the following strategy to crawl the Flickr data-
set. First, we started a tag centric crawl of all photos that
were uploaded between January 2004 and December 2005
and that were still present in Flickr as of June 2007. For
this purpose, we initialized a list of known tags with the tag
assignments of a random set of photos uploaded in 2004 and
2005. After that, for every known tag we started crawling all
photos uploaded between January 2004 and December 2005
and further updated the list of known tags. We stopped the
process after we reached the end of the list.

We filtered our dataset by removing those tags which were
used by less than 10 users. Those users and resources were
also removed from the dataset which did not use any tag. In
the final dataset, we had data of about 27M photos, 0.3M
users, and 92K tags. The exact statistics of the dataset are
shown in table 7. We did all our experiments on this dataset.

users tags resources tag assignm.
317,260 92,460 26,801,921 94,499,112

Table 7: Flickr filtered dataset statistics

4.2 Evaluation Method
For evaluation, we used the AOL query log (details in [14])

which originally contained 20M queries from 650K users
during three months from March to May 2006. Out of these
20M queries, we selected queries having 2 to 5 words for
which the user had clicked on a link to the Flickr website.
We split the queries into three sets, each set having 1 to 10,
11 to 50, and more than 50 exact matches (resources having
all the queried tags) in the original vector space model. We
randomly selected 50 queries from each of these three sets,
resulting into 150 total queries for the evaluation.

We evaluated our approach using human based evalua-
tion. The results were evaluated by 18 expert users (mostly
PhD students) who were well familiar with search and image
search. Each user was shown a search result page similar to
the screenshot shown in Figure 2. The query was shown at
the top of each evaluation page with images retrieved as a
result. The title of the image was shown at the top of the
image, tags on the right side, and evaluation options at the
bottom of each image. Every user was given a set of queries

5The reference data set used for this evaluation is available at
http://www.uni-koblenz.de/~goerlitz/datasets/tas_flickr.zip

and results obtained using different vector space models de-
scribed in section 3.2. Users were unaware of the method
used for creating the search result page. Users were asked
to mark an image as very relevant or relevant if the image
matches the query, mark as don’t know if they are not sure
about the image, irrelevant or very irrelevant if the image
does not match the given query. Queries were randomly
distributed among users. The images marked as relevant
or very relevant were considered as relevant and others as
irrelevant in final evaluation.

Figure 2: A screenshot of an evaluation page.

In addition to the vector space models defined in section
3.2, we also defined three other vector space models Semi
Random (SEMI RAND) Random (RAND) as baselines and
Best of Breed (BB) as the best model against a particular
type of query. For the SEMI RAND vector space model, the
semantic relationship matrix was created by associating a
maximum for five random tags to each of the tags. The sim-
ilarity of each tag to itself was explicitly set to 1 (maximum)
in the SEMI RAND vector space model. Whereas the se-
mantic relationship matrix in the RAND vector space model
consisted of totally random values (multiplying the original
vector space (R) with a random matrix with a maximum of
five random values per tag). The Best of Breed (BB) model



is created based on the type of query. For queries having 1 to
10 or 11 to 50 search results (exact matches) in original data,
we use the TUC vector space model and for queries having
more than 50 search results, we use TRC vector space model.
Based on experimental results, we show that it is helpful to
use a particular type of vector space model for a particular
kind of query for achieving better search results.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For evaluating the enriched vector space models, we com-

puted precision at 5, precision at 10, precision at 15, and
precision at 20 for each of the methods and each query set.
In each of the results, the original vector space (R) in the
results, show the average precisions obtained without enrich-
ing the vector space model, TR-C, TR-G, TU-C shows the
average precisions obtained using the enriched vector space
models TRC , TRG, and TUC respectively, SEMI RAND
and RAND shows the baseline results obtained using SEMI
RAND and RAND (described in section 4.2) vector space
models respectively and BB represents the Best of Breed
model (described in section 4.2). Please note that the re-
sults for RAND vector space model are not visible in any
figure due to very low precision values and results in all
the figures are shown in this order R, TR-C, TR-G, TU-C,
SEMI RAND, RAND, and BB.

The main goal of this research is to develop a method
which enables the users to find rare resources by enriching
the vector space models. For the (rare) queries which had 1
to 10 exact matches in the original vector space model, we
achieve great improvement in results using enriched vector
space models, which shows the significance of our proposed
models. Figure 3 compares the performance of all meth-
ods for queries having varying number of relevant resources.
The x-axis represents the types of the queries. We can ob-
serve that the enriched vector space models, particularly
the best selection Best of Breed model, perform better than
the baselines and the original vector space model. For rare
queries (having 1 to 10 relevant resources), we achieve an
improvement of 35%. The improvement decreases for the
queries having many relevant resources in the original vec-
tor space model (7% for 11-50 resources and 1.5% for more
than 50 relevant resources). The fact for the decrease in
improvement is the reason that there are sufficient relevant
resources in the original vector space model to be ranked in
top 20 results. If we consider the results of all the queries
together, we still get an improvement of 12% using Best of
Breed model.

Figure 4 shows the average precisions achieved for the
queries which had 1 to 10 exact matches (resources associ-
ated with all the queried tags) in the original vector space.
The figures display the results in the order from left to right
(R, TRC , TRG, TUC , SEMI RAND and RAND). The re-
sults on each of the evaluation page were ranked using the
ranking method described in section 3.2. First the resources
having exact matches are displayed, afterwards the resources
having one tag less than the total number of queried tags
and so on. We still achieve .40 to .45 precision @ 15 and
20 for original vector space model, reason is that retrieved
resources are still associated with some of the queried tags,
hence making these resources relevant. We observe a signifi-
cant improvement in the precision at all levels using enriched
vector space models, specially using the vector space model
based on semantically similar tags using social context TUC ,

Figure 3: Comparison of methods for different types
of queries. X-Axis shows the number of relevant re-
sources for the evaluated queries and Y-Axis shows
the results for precision at 20. The results are most
significantly visible for rare queries (i.e. having 1
to 10 relevant resources. Results for RAND are not
visible for any type of query.

which is also used in Best of Breed for queries having 1 to
10 exact matches. The reason for improvement in precision
is the retrieval of those resources which do not contain the
queried tag(s) exactly, but have some relevant tag(s). If we
consider arbitrary tag relationships (SEMI RAND), then we
get even worse results than the original vector space model.
That suggests that the tags must be semantically related to
improve the resource retrieval. Due to very low precision of
the RAND vector space model, its results are not visible.

Figure 4: Results of precision at 5, 10, 15 and 20
for evaluation of rare queries having 1 to 10 relevant
resources. Results for RAND method are not visible
at any precision level.

Figure 5 shows the results of precision values at different
levels for the queries having 11 to 50 exact matches in the
original vector space model. We observe a slight decrease
in the performance of enriched vector space models when
compared to the original vector space model (R) for preci-



sion @ 5. But if we consider higher precision levels (15, 20),
the results of enriched vector space models are better than
the results obtained from original vector space model. Par-
ticularly, the TUC model performed better than all other
methods, which is also used in Best of Breed for queries
having 11 to 50 exact matches.

Figure 5: Results of precision at 5, 10, 15 and 20
for queries with 11 to 50 relevant resources. Results
for RAND method are not visible at any precision
level.

Figure 6 shows the results for the queries having more
than 50 exact matches in the original vector space model.
The overall performance of all the methods remains almost
the same. The slightly higher precision @ 5 value for TRG

is because some images shown to the evaluators were more
relevant in their opinion than for R, for example for the
query blue, bedroom, the 3rd and the 4th images displayed
for the vector space model R had the tags blue, bedroom,
plant and blue, bedroom, selfportrait respectively, and the
images shown for TRG at 3rd and 4th positions had the
tags blue, bedroom, home and blue, bedroom, house. This
also suggests that using enriched vector space models also
helps in ranking relevant resources higher where we already
have many exact matches for the query in the original data.
Compared to other methods for precision @ 20, the TRC

model performed better and is also used in Best of Breed
model for queries having more than 50 exact matches.

Figure 7 shows the results of all the queries used for eval-
uation. The results in Figure 7 also verify the hypothesis
that selecting appropriate model for a particular type of
query gives an overall improvement in the search results.
We represent the appropriate vector space model against a
particular type of query as Best of Breed (BB) model. This
model performs better than other methods and achieves 15%
of improvement when comparing its results to original vector
space model for precision @ 20.

We also performed statistical significance tests (t-Test)
of results achieved through enriched vector space models
and original vector space model. When considering search
results for all queries, the results are significantly different
for precision @ 10, 15, or 20 with p ranging from 0 (P@20)
to 0.003 (P@10). However the results are not significantly
different for precision @ 5 with p = 0.11. This is due to the
reason that most relevant results are listed at the top for all

Figure 6: Results of precision at 5, 10, 15 and 20
for queries having more than 50 relevant resources.
Results for RAND method are not visible at any
precision level.

the methods. But we achieve significantly different results
for precision levels higher than 5.

6. RELATED WORK
Folksonomies are different from normal text documents or

web pages, because the tags associated with resources are far
less than the number of words in text documents. The fewer
number of tags associated to resources makes the available
data in folksonomies very sparse. To the best of our knowl-
edge, the methods we have proposed are the first in the field
of folksonomies to reduce the sparseness in the folksonomy
data. The enrichment of folksonomies helps particularly for
the queries which have a very few relevant resources.

A lot of research has been done in the last few years in folk-
sonomies or social tagging systems. The research work done
on folksonomies related to our research can be divided into
two parts. First, getting semantics out of tags and second
searching and improving resource retrieval in folksonomies.

Extracting Tags Semantics: [5, 11, 16] present differ-
ent methods for finding semantic relationships between tags.
They [11, 16] recommend tags, and provide semantic analy-
sis of tags [5]. [13, 15] propose methods to extract ontologies
from folksonomies. [9, 18] recommend tags using external
data sources (e.g. page text, anchor text, Wikipedia etc.).
The above mentioned methods look into one of the dimen-
sions of semantic relationships between tags; however in this
paper we separated the semantic tag relationships into two
different dimensions (see section 3.1). Our goal is also differ-
ent from the above mentioned research works, as we exploit
the semantic relationships between tags to improve search
results and reduce sparseness in folksonomies.

Searching and Browsing in Folksonomies: Search-
ing in folksonomies is becoming an interesting research area.
Contests are also organized to improve search in Folksono-
mies [7, 8]. Many researchers have proposed different meth-
ods to improve search and browsing experiences in folk-
sonomies. Jaschke et al. [10] present an algorithm for rank-
ing tags, resources, and users in folksonomies. In future it
might be of interest to compare the ranking results of their
algorithm with our simple ranking approach. [1, 3, 4, 12]



Figure 7: Results of precision at 5, 10, 15 and 20
for all the 150 queries. Results for RAND method
are not visible at any precision level. The Best-of-
Breed (BB) method performs better than all other
methods at all precision levels.

propose algorithms to improve browsing in Folksonomies.
They explore semantic and hierarchical relations between
tags for browsing resources. Their focus is on improving
browsing experience instead of reducing sparseness or im-
proving search results in folksonomies. Yahia et al. [19]
present a study of network-aware search, in comparison to
their work, our focus is at system level without going into
preferences of individual users. Zhou et al. [20] propose a
generative model for social annotations to improve informa-
tion retrieval in web search. They do not suggest, how one
can use their system for improving search in Folksonomies.
In our previous work [2], we have used Latent Semantic In-
dexing (LSI) [6] for improving search results in folksonomies.
Due to scalability issues, we were unable to compare our cur-
rent approach with the previous one or purely LSI. In future,
we plan to compare the two approaches on a smaller scale.

Our approach is different from all the above mentioned
methods as we 1) propose to reduce the sparseness in folk-
sonomies, 2) suggest appropriate vector space model for a
particular type of query, and 3) exploit social relationships
between tags using social context (see section 3.1.2) which
enable us to find the relationships between tags which might
not be possible by only considering resource context.

7. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we show how we can improve search in folk-

sonomies like Flickr or del.icio.us, by reducing the sparsity
in the data. We propose methods to find semantically re-
lated tags having different types of relationships and con-
texts. We also describe methods to identify generalized
relationships between tags and also exploit social context
of the tags to reduce sparsity in the folksonomies. By en-
riching the folksonomies using semantically related tags, we
show that resources which are currently unsearchable can
be retrieved. Human based evaluation of enriched vector
space models show improvement in search results, especially
for the queries where we can not retrieve many relevant re-
sources which lack the queried tags but are relevant to the
query using standard methods. We suggest using appropri-

ate vector space model against a query based on the number
of relevant resources for that query. Experimental results
show that such method (Best of Breed) gives overall im-
provement in search results.
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